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HUGO IN THE TIME OF DYING

A STORY BYD. BARRY
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Hugo peered through the rain that washed the
windshield of Mark's sedan. His stomach began
to churn nervously. He had been introduced to
the girl only three minutes before, yet he
couldn't remember her name.
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The rain pounded harder on the windshield. It
was December, but a warm spell had melted nearly
all the snow. Now it was raining. Mark had
forgotten to replace the worn wiper blade on the
sedan's passenger side, so Hugo quit trying to
see beyond the rain-translucent glass. Street
lights and neon signs occasionally filtered
through the windshield, but Hugo didn't notice.
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Instead he concentrated his attention on the
girl who sat between himself and Mark. She
was pretty. Soft brown hair, gently shaped
nose, smooth pink face with only a trace of
makeup. At least Mark hadn't picked out a
sloppy girl as Hugo's date. But what was her
name? The bubbles in Hugo's stomach began to
rise again.
"Felicia is a biology major," Mark said.
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Felicia. Felicia Crawford, that was it. Of
course. Hugo relaxed a little. He put his
arm on the seat-back behind Felicia, and the
bubbles in his stomach receded.
"What kind of things are you studying?"
asked her.
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"I'm working mostly in genetic composition,"
Felicia said. There was a distinct softness
in her voice, a quality of contentment. Hugo
relaxed a little more.
"Yeah," Mark joked.
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"Genetic composition.
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